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Summary
A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted in the
Langley 12-Foot Low-Speed Tunnel to study the low-
speed stability and control characteristics of a series of
four flying wings over an extended range of angle of
attack (-8 ° to 48°). Because of the current emphasis on
reducing the radar cross section (RCS) of new military
aircraft, the planform of each wing was composed of
lines swept at a relatively high angle of 70 °, and all the
trailing edges and control surface hinge lines were
aligned with one of the two leading edges. Three arrow
planforms with different aspect ratios and one diamond
planform were tested. The models incorporated leading-
edge flaps for improved longitudinal characteristics and
lateral stability and had three sets of trailing-edge flaps
that were deflected differentially for roll control, sym-
metrically for pitch control, and in a split fashion for yaw
control. Three top body widths and two sizes of twin ver-
tical tails were also tested on each model. A large aero-
dynamic database was compiled that could be used to
evaluate some of the trade-offs involved in the design of
a configuration with a reduced RCS and good flight
dynamic characteristics.
The results of the investigation indicate that the
arrow wings experienced a pitch-up that became more
severe as aspect ratio was increased. This pitch-up was
reduced or delayed by deflecting the leading-edge flaps.
When deflected symmetrically, the inboard and middle
trailing-edge flaps produced small increments in pitching
moment, especially in the nose-down direction. Despite
this limited control, each of the wings could be statically
trimmed over a large angle-of-attack range, but addi-
tional pitch control power would likely be needed to pro-
vide these wings with sufficient control margin for
dynamic situations such as maneuvering or countering
turbulence. An additional limit on the pitch control pro-
vided by the flaps may be imposed by the need to budget
the amount of flap deflection available for each type of
control (pitch, roll, or yaw). For these reasons, these
wings would probably require redesigned flaps or addi-
tional pitch control devices to achieve desired levels of
pitch control.
When the vertical tails were not used, each of the
wings exhibited neutral or unstable directional stability
and was laterally stable for angles of attack below maxi-
mum lift. However, directional and lateral stability were
significantly reduced near maximum lift on each of the
wings. Increases in aspect ratio reduced lateral stability
throughout the test angle-of-attack range. Lateral and
directional stability were reduced by adding top bodies or
deflecting the leading-edge flaps. Directional stability
was improved by adding twin vertical tails.
For each of the wings, differential deflections of the
trailing-edge flaps provided small levels of roll control
that were relatively invariant with angle of attack, and
split deflections of these flaps produced small yawing
moments on some of the configurations. On the forward-
swept outboard flaps, the side force produced a yawing-
moment increment that opposed the yawing moment pro-
duced by the drag on the flap. In contrast, the side force
generated by split deflection of the rearward-swept mid-
dle flaps produced yawing-moment increments in the
same direction as the drag, and the middle flaps therefore
provided more effective yaw control than the outboard
flaps. Supplemental yaw control could be obtained from
deflections of the twin vertical tails.
Introduction
Recent advances in low-observables technology,
which increase the effectiveness and survivability of mil-
itary aircraft, have strongly influenced most new designs.
when attempting to achieve low observability, some or
all of the aircraft signatures (radar, infrared, visual, or
acoustic) may be considered, depending on mission
requirements. One primary method of reducing radar
observability is to decrease the radar cross section (RCS)
of the aircraft by appropriately tailoring the external con-
tours of the configuration. However, when these
reduced-RCS shaping constraints are emphasized, the
resulting aircraft may have an unconventional forebody
shape, wing planform, or tail geometry. Each of these
design features can have a large influence on the stability
and control characteristics of the configuration; thus, a
potential conflict exists between achieving a reduced
RCS and achieving good flight dynamic characteristics.
If the aircraft is a fighter, the goal to maneuver effec-
tively during close-in engagements will require good sta-
bility and control characteristics for angles of attack up to
and beyond maximum lift. As a result, designers will be
required to balance the attributes of maneuverability and
low observability to create a fighter that will be success-
ful in both close-in and beyond-visual-range engage-
ments. For other types of aircraft, the stability and
control requirements may be less stringent, and the
designs may be more strongly influenced by low-
observability considerations.
This study consists of an investigation of flying wing
candidates for aircraft with reduced RCS. The wing
planforms have highly swept leading and trailing edges,
with the trailing edges and control surface hinge lines
aligned with one of the two leading edges. The wings
were divided into three groups corresponding to the
sweep angles of the leading and trailing edges (50 °, 60 °,
and 70°). Each group consisted of a diamond planform
and three arrow planforms of different aspect ratio. As a
resultof thehighsweepangles,someof theplanforms
weresomewhatunconventionalinappearance.
Thisreportpresentsheresultsof astaticlow-speed
wind-tunnelinvestigationof thegroupof flyingwings
withsweepanglesof 70°.Theresultsforthewingswith
sweepanglesof 60° and50° arereportedin references1
and2, respectively.Testswereconductedto determine
thelow-speedstabilityandcontrolcharacteristicsof the
basicwingplanformsovera widerangeof angleof
attackandangleof sideslip.In addition,severalcontrol
concepts,abroadmatrixof controlsettings,differences
in topbodywidth,andtwosizesof twinverticaltails
werealsotested.Thedataobtainedonthesewingplan-
formscontributeto anaerodynamicdatabasethatcould
beusedindefiningsomeofthetrade-offsassociatedwith
designingfor bothreducedRCSandgoodstabilityand
controlcharacteristics.
Symbols
All longitudinal forces and moments are referred
to the stability-axis system, and all lateral-directional
forces and moments are referred to the body-axis system
(fig. 1). The longitudinal location of the moment refer-
ence center (MRC) varied among the different wings.
This position was chosen such that each configuration
would have neutral longitudinal stability at angles of
attack near 0 ° when all the controls were undeflected
(table I). The MRC vertical position was fixed at 1.87 in.
(2.51 percent of root chord) below the wing horizontal
plane on all the configurations. The total planform area
(table I) was used to nondimensionalize the force and
moment data.
b wingspan, fl
CD drag coefficient, Drag force
_s
Lift force
C L lift coefficient,
{/S
Ct rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling moment
_lSb
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
_/Sb
C n yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing moment
?lSb
Side force
Cy side-force coefficient,
_/S
mean aerodynamic chord (based on entire plan-
form), ft
{/ free-stream dynamic pressure, Ib/ft 2
S reference area (based on entire planform), ft 2
x, Ez
AC l
AC.
ACy
_a, IB
_a,MID
_a,OB
5bf
_f, IB
_f, MID
_I,o.
t_LEF
CSr
ks,MID
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical body axis,
respectively
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
incremental rolling-moment coefficient,
Cl,control deflecled - Cl,contro] undeflected
incremental yawing-moment coefficient,
Cn,control deflected - Cn,control undeflected
incremental side-force coefficient,
Cy, control deflected - C y, control undeflected
differential deflection angle of inboard
trailing-edge flaps based on equal and oppo-
site deflection, positive with trailing edge
down on right wing, measured normal to
hinge line, deg
differential deflection angle of middle trailing-
edge flaps based on equal and opposite deflec-
tion, positive with trailing edge down on right
wing, measured normal to hinge line, deg
differential deflection angle of outboard
trailing-edge flaps based on equal and oppo-
site deflection, positive with trailing edge
down on right wing, measured normal to
hinge line, deg
symmetric deflection angle of body flaps, pos-
itive with trailing edge down, measured nor-
mal to hinge line, deg
symmetric deflection angle of inboard
trailing-edge flaps, positive with trailing edge
down, measured normal to hinge line, deg
symmetric deflection angle of middle trailing-
edge flaps, positive with trailing edge down,
measured normal to hinge line, deg
symmetric deflection angle of outboard
trailing-edge flaps, positive with trailing edge
down, measured normal to hinge line, deg
leading-edge flap deflection angle, positive
with leading edge down, measured normal to
hinge line, deg
symmetric vertical tail deflection angle, posi-
tive with trailing edge left, deg
split deflection angle of middle trailing-edge
flaps, positive when deployed on left wing,
measured normal to hinge line, deg
2
_s,OB split deflection angle of outboard trailing-edge
flaps, positive when deployed on left wing,
measured normal to hinge line, deg
Derivatives:
C lfj
OC t
lateral stability parameter, O_l '
(ct) 13--5 - (ct) I_=--5
10 o , per deg
C
_C
/I
directional stability parameter, _13 '
(c/1) 13-- 5 - (c/1) [__--5
10° , per deg
C yf_
OCr
side-force parameter, _ ,
( cr) _ = 5 - ( cr) _ = -5
l0 o , per deg
Abbreviations:
MRC moment reference center
RCS radar cross section
Model Description
Four flying-wing models (three arrow-wing plan-
forms and one diamond planform) that each had leading
edges, trailing edges, and control surface hinge lines
swept at 70 ° (fig. 2) were tested. Given the relatively
high sweep angle, initial sizing analysis indicated that
arrow wings with aspect ratios between 2.0 and 3.0 could
produce viable configurations. As a result, aspect ratios
of 3.0 (Wing 5), 2.5 (Wing 6), and 2.0 (Wing 7) were
chosen for the arrow planforms (figs. 3 to 5). A set of
arrow wings swept 60 ° (Wings 1, 2, and 3) and a set of
arrow wings swept 50 ° (Wings 9, 10, and 11) with these
same aspect ratios were tested previously (refs. 1 and 2,
respectively). Unlike the aerodynamic data that were
nondimensionalized with the entire planform area, these
aspect ratios were computed by using the trapezoidal
areas shown in figure 2(b). For Wing 5, the three aftmost
points on the planform extended back the same distance
(fig. 3). During formulation of the remaining planforms,
the overall length was held constant, and the trapezoidal
areas of Wings 6 and 7 were made approximately equal
to that of Wing 5. Consequently, as aspect ratio was
decreased on the arrow wings, the span was reduced and
the tip chord was increased to maintain approximately
the same trapezoidal area. The dimensions of the dia-
mond wing (fig. 6) were dictated by the overall length
and the leading- and trailing-edge sweep angles and
resulted in an aspect ratio of 0.73. From a geometric
point of view, the arrow planforms can be considered to
be built up from the diamond planform by the addition of
outboard panels having the same sweep angles as the dia-
mond planform (fig. 2). Flat plate models of the basic
planforms were constructed from 3/4-in. plywood, and
the leading and trailing edges were beveled at a 13 ° half-
angle. Table I shows the geometric characteristics for
each wing.
All four wings incorporated leading-edge flaps for
improved longitudinal characteristics and increased roll
stability at high angles of attack. The chord length of
these flaps was the same on all the wings, and the hinge
line was located along the wing leading-edge bevel line
(fig. 2). These flaps were tested at deflection angles of
15 °, 30 °, 45 °, and 60 °. There were three sets of trailing-
edge flaps, designated inboard (IB), middle (MID), and
outboard (OB), on each wing for roll, pitch, and yaw
control (figs. 3 to 6). For the arrow wings, the chord
length of the trailing-edge flaps was 30 percent of the
distance between the leading and trailing edges on the
outboard section of the wing. For the diamond wing, the
trailing-edge flaps had the same chord length as those on
the low-aspect-ratio arrow wing (Wing 7). The trailing-
edge flaps were deflected symmetrically (-30 °, -15 °,
15°, and 30 °) for pitch control and differentially (-30 °)
for roll control. Split deflection of these flaps (to be dis-
cussed subsequently) was tested as a means to provide
yaw control.
To provide supplemental nose-down pitch control,
body flaps were tested by using model parts constructed
of sheet metal (fig. 7). The body flaps were mounted on
the underside of the wing inboard of the trailing-edge
flaps. The inboard comers of the undeflected body flaps
were positioned on the centerline with their hinge line
coinciding with the hinge line of the trailing-edge flaps
(fig. 7). Symmetric downward deflections of 58 ° and 73 °
were tested on each wing. The sheet metal part modeled
the bottom surface of a beveled body flap (fig. 8).
Because these models had a trailing-edge bevel half-
angle of 13°, the 60 ° bend in the sheet metal part repre-
sented a 73 ° deflection of the simulated beveled flap
(fig. 8).
As noted previously, to provide yaw control split
deflections of the trailing-edge flaps were tested. This
concept involves a given flap separating into top and bot-
tom halves such that the top half deflects upward and the
bottom half deflects downward. These deflections would
be made on the right or left wing only, thereby creating
an unbalanced drag force and an associated yawing
moment. During these tests, sheet metal pieces were
mountedontheundersideof thewingbeneatht emiddle
or outboardtrailing-edgeflapsto representthelower
halfof asplitdeflection.Theupperhalfwassimulated
bydeflectingthetrailing-edgeflapupwardat thesame
angle(fig.9).Thetested eflections(43° and73°) were
measuredsimilartothebodyflapdeflections.Forthese
tests,thesplittrailing-edgeflapsweretestedontheright
wing.
Threetopbodyshapesweretestedontheuppersur-
faceof eachwingin conjunctionwitha singlebottom
bodythatcoveredthebalance(fig.10).Sometestingwas
donewithouta top body,but thebottombodywas
alwayson thewingto shieldthebalancefromtheair-
flow.Thelengthandheightof thetopbodieswerekept
constant,butthewidthwasvariedtoobtainthethreetop
shapes(wide,medium,andnarrow).Theresultingcross-
sectionalshapesweresemiellipticalfor thewideand
narrowbodiesandsemicircularfor themediumbody(fig.10).Wheninstalled,thefronttipof thetopbodies
was5 in. (6.7percentof rootchord)aft of theleading
edgeof thewing,andthereartipwasthesamedistance
forwardof thewingtrailingedge.Thefronttip of the
bottombodywasalso5in.behindtheleadingedge,and
thereartipwas22.43in. (30.1percentofrootchord)for-
wardofthewingtrailingedge.
Twosetsof verticaltails(smallandmedium)were
tested(fig. 11).Theplanformof thetailswasa30°-60°-
90° trianglewiththeleadingedgeswept60° (fig. 12).
Thetailsweresizedsuchthatthemediumtailhadtwice
theareaof thesmalltail (tableI). Theyweremountedin
atwintailconfigurationwithzerocantandtoeangleand
weredeflectedasall-movingtailsfordirectionalcontrol
aboutaverticalaxislocatedatone-halftheverticaltail
root chord.On manyexistingreduced-RCSaircraft
(F-117,YF-22,andYF-23),thetailsarecantedtoreduce
theircontributionsto thetotalaircraftRCSfromcertain
aspects.However,during this study,the tails were
uncantedsothatthemaximumlevelsof directionalsta-
bilityandcontrolavailablefromthetriangularplanforms
couldbedetermined.Theverticaltailswerelongitudi-
nallypositionedonthewingsothattheaftmostpointsof
theundeflectedtailswereat the wing trailingedge
(fig. 13).
Test Techniques and Conditions
The aerodynamic testing was performed in the
Langley 12-Foot Low-Speed Tunnel• The model and
balance were mounted in the test section on a sting and
C-strut arrangement (fig. 14). The tests were conducted
at a free-stream dynamic pressure of 4 lb/ft 2, which cor-
responds to a test Reynolds number of 1.26 x 106 for
Wing 5, 1.29 x 106 for Wing 6, 1.34 x 106 for Wing 7,
and 1.52 x 106 for Wing 8 based on the mean aero-
dynamic chord of each wing. A six-component, inter-
nally mounted strain gauge balance was used to measure
the aerodynamic loads. The static force and moment data
were measured over an angle-of-attack range of -8 ° to
48 ° and over a sideslip range of-15 ° to 15°. The data at
sideslip angles of-5 ° and 5 ° were used to calculate the
lateral-directional stability derivatives (Cl_, C n , and
•
Cy ) by means of a hnear fit between these two angles
[3 • "
Flow upwash corrections were included during the angle-
of-attack calibration, but no corrections for flow side-
wash were needed. Corrections for wall effects or test
section blockage were not included.
Results and Discussion
Longitudinal Stability Characteristics
The longitudinal stability characteristics of the four
flying wings are presented in the following figures.
Figure
Wing planform:
Top body off, _LEF : 0° • .................... 15
Top body off, _LEF : 45° • ................... 16
Wide top body on, _LEF : 0° • ................ 17
Wide top body on, _LEF = 45° • ............... 18
Top bodies:
_LEF : 0°:
Wing 5 ................................ 19
Wing 6 ................................ 20
Wing 7 ................................ 21
Wing 8 ................................ 22
_LEF : 45°:
Wing 5 ................................ 23
Wing 6 ................................ 24
Wing 7 ................................ 25
Wing 8 ................................ 26
Leading-edge flap deflections:
Top body off:
Wing 5 ................................ 27
Wing 6 ................................ 28
Wing 7 ................................ 29
Wing 8 ................................ 30
Wide top body on:
Wing 5 ................................ 31
Wing 6 ................................ 32
Wing 7 ................................ 33
Wing 8 ................................ 34
4
Verticaltails:
Narrowtopbodyon,_LEF=45°:
Wing5................................. 35
Wing6................................. 36
Wing7................................. 37
Wing8................................. 38
Wing planform. Comparisons of the longitudinal
characteristics of the four wings with the leading-edge
flaps deflected and undeflected with the wide top body
on and off are presented in figures 15 to 18. In general,
the maximum lift coefficient was about 1.1 for the arrow
wings (t_ = 36 °) and about 1.0 for the diamond wing
(ct = 40°). The lift curve slopes of the arrow wings (trap-
ezoidal aspect ratios of 3.0, 2.5, and 2.0, which corre-
spond to Wings 5, 6, and 7, respectively) were fairly
similar. However, the lift curve slope of the diamond
wing (aspect ratio of 0.73, Wing 8) was considerably
lower at angles of attack below 8°. Therefore, the dia-
mond wing yielded a lower lift coefficient at a given
angle of attack than the arrow wings for angles of attack
below maximum lift.
As mentioned previously, the moment reference cen-
ters (figs. 3 to 6 and table I) were chosen so that each
configuration with the wide top body on (fig. 17) would
have neutral longitudinal stability at angles of attack
near 0 ° when all the controls were undeflected. The
arrow wings experienced a pitch-up for angles of attack
between 10 ° and 18° (depending on planform and
leading-edge flap deflection), and the effects of pitch-up
became larger as the aspect ratio increased. For these
planforms, larger aspect ratios were obtained by adding
outboard wing panels of increasing size to the basic dia-
mond shape. Previous studies have shown that the onset
of separation on the outboard portions of swept wings
contributes to a reduction in longitudinal stability that is
sometimes called pitch-up (refs. 3 and 4). For this reason,
the wings with the higher aspect ratios were more sus-
ceptible to pitch-up effects because the outboard portions
of the wings were larger and farther aft (behind the
MRC). In contrast, the diamond wing, which did not
have these outboard wing panels, actually experienced a
slight pitch-down at comparable angles of attack.
Top bodies. The effect of the various top bodies
(fig. 10) on the longitudinal characteristics of the differ-
ent wings is shown in figures 19 to 26. With the leading-
edge flaps undeflected, the models were tested with the
top body off and with the wide body on (figs. 19 to 22).
Adding the wide top body generally reduced lift at angles
of attack below and near maximum lift. Above maximum
lift, lift was increased by adding the wide top body. The
angle of attack for maximum lift was also slightly
increased when the wide top body was used. Adding of
the wide top body resulted in a nose down increment in
pitching moment for each of the wings. As a result, the
onset of the pitch-up of the arrow wings was delayed,
and the magnitude of the resulting pitching moment was
decreased.
With the leading-edge flaps deflected 45 ° , the mod-
els were tested with the top body removed and with each
of the three top bodies (figs. 23 to 26). In general, the
effect of the bodies on lift and pitching moment were
similar to, but smaller in magnitude than, the effects that
occurred when the leading-edge flaps were undeflected.
As the body width was increased, the magnitude of the
nose-down pitching-moment increment increased.
Leading-edge flap deflections. The effect of deflec-
tions of the leading-edge flaps on the longitudinal char-
acteristics of the different wings is shown in figures 27
to 34. Data are shown for the four planforms with the top
body removed in figures 27 to 30 (_LEF = 0° and 45 °)
and with the wide top body on in figures 31 to 34
(_LEF = 0°, 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, and 60°). The data show a typ-
ical effect of leading-edge flap deflections on very highly
swept wings (ref. 4). For most of the configurations,
deflecting these flaps reduced the lift coefficient at
angles of attack below maximum lift. A nose-down
pitching-moment increment was associated with these
reductions in lift, reducing the effects of the pitch-up on
the arrow wings. This pitching-moment increment also
increased the angle of attack at which the arrow wings
began to experience pitch-up effects by about 8° . The
effects of leading-edge flap deflections on both lift and
pitching moment were increased by using larger deflec-
tion angles.
Vertical tails. Figures 35 to 38 show the effect of the
twin vertical tails (figs. 11 to 13) on the longitudinal
characteristics of the four configurations with the narrow
top body on and the leading-edge flaps deflected 45 °.
Adding the vertical tails reduced lift coefficient near
maximum lift for each of the wings. This lift reduction
was possibly due to the tails interfering with the leading-
edge vortical flow on the upper surfaces of the wings,
causing these vortices to burst prematurely at the higher
angles of attack. A flow field investigation (flow visual-
ization, laser Doppler velocimeter, pressure measure-
ments, etc.) would be required to make this determi-
nation. The lift was further reduced as the size of the
vertical tails was increased.
Longitudinal Control Characteristics
The longitudinal control characteristics of the four
flying wings are presented in the following figures.
Figure
Inboard trailing-edge flaps:
Wide top body on, _LEF -- 45°:
Wing 5 ................................. 39
Wing 6 ................................. 40
Wing 7 ................................. 41
Wing 8 ................................. 42
Middle trailing-edge flaps:
Wide top body on, 8LE F = 45°:
Wing 5 ................................. 43
Wing 6 ................................. 44
Wing 7 ................................. 45
Wing 8 ................................. 46
Inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps:
Wide top body on:
Wing 5, _LEF = 0° • ....................... 47
Wing 5, SEE F = 45 ° . ...................... 48
Wing 6, SEE F = 45 ° . ...................... 49
Wing 7, _LEF = 0° • ....................... 50
Wing 7, _LEF -- 45° • ...................... 51
Wing 8, SEE F = 0 ° . ....................... 52
Wing 8, _LEF = 45°- ...................... 53
Maximum nose-down control:
Wide top body on, _LEF = 45°:
Wing 5 ................................. 54
Wing 6 ................................. 55
Wing 7 ................................. 56
Wing 8 ................................. 57
lnboard trailing-edgeflaps. The longitudinal con-
trol effectiveness of symmetric deflections of the inboard
trailing-edge flaps is shown in figures 39 to 42. At angles
of attack below 8°, these flaps were essentially ineffec-
tive for longitudinal control. Above this angle of attack,
these flaps produced small nose-up control increments on
the arrow wings and small amounts of nose-up and nose-
down control on the diamond wing. These results indi-
cated a potential pitch-up problem for these configura-
tions. The lack of nose-down control effectiveness could
limit the maximum trim angle of attack if nose-down
control was required for trim at the higher angles of
attack, depending on the longitudinal stability level of
the final design. The aforementioned insufficient control
power combined with a stable, deep stall trim condition
could result in a hung stall (fig. 41).
Middle trailing-edgeflaps. Figures 43 to 46 show
the longitudinal control effectiveness of symmetric
deflections of the middle trailing-edge flaps. As with the
inboard flaps, the middle flaps were essentially ineffec-
tive for longitudinal control at low angles of attack, but
small amounts of nose-up control were produced by neg-
ative deflections at the higher angles of attack. These
6
control increments were smaller than those produced by
the marginally effective inboard flaps on the arrow
wings, despite the fact that the middle flaps were larger
than the inboard flaps and had a longer longitudinal
moment arm. For the diamond wing, the middle flaps
produced slightly more lift than the inboard flaps, but
there was less longitudinal control because the longitudi-
nal moment arm of the middle flaps was shorter than that
of the inboard flaps.
Inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps. The longi-
tudinal control effectiveness produced when the inboard
and middle trailing-edge flaps were deflected symmetri-
cally is shown in figures 47 to 53. As with the individual
deflections, these combined flap deflections produced
minimal effectiveness at the lower angles of attack and
moderate nose-up control effectiveness at the higher
angles of attack. Nose-up control effectiveness at the
intermediate deflections tested was relatively linear over
most of the angle-of-attack range. For Wings 5, 7, and 8,
multiple trailing-edge flap deflections were tested with
the leading-edge flaps undeflected and deflected 45 °.
Deflecting the leading-edge flaps 45 ° did not signifi-
cantly affect the control effectiveness produced by multi-
ple deflections of the inboard and middle trailing-edge
flaps.
Multiple symmetric deflections of the inboard and
middle trailing-edge flaps involved moving a significant
portion of the total wing area allocated for control.
Despite this large area, the longitudinal control effective-
ness was very small, especially in the nose-down direc-
tion. It should be noted that each of the wings could be
statically trimmed over a large angle-of-attack range
when the effect of the pitch-up was reduced by leading-
edge flap deflections. However, additional pitch control
power would likely be needed to provide these wings
with sufficient control margin for situations such as
maneuvering or countering turbulence (ref. 5). An addi-
tional limit on the pitch control provided by the flaps
may be imposed by the need to budget the amount of flap
deflection available for each type of control (pitch, roll,
or yaw). If some portion of the total flap travel must be
reserved for roll or yaw control, the remaining amount
available for pitch control will be less than the maxi-
mum. For these reasons, these configurations would
probably require redesigned flaps or additional pitch con-
trol devices to achieve desired levels of pitch control.
Maximum nose-downcontroL In addition to the
trailing-edge flaps, each configuration also had body
flaps on the bottom surface of the wing (fig. 8) that were
intended to provide supplemental nose-down pitch con-
trol. The body flaps were deflected in combination with
nose-down deflections of the trailing-edge flaps, and the
dataarepresentedin figures54 to 57.Deflectionsof
thebodyflapsprovideda smallnose-downpitching
incrementthatwasrelativelyconstanthroughoutthe
angle-of-attackrange.Deflectingthebodyflapsfrom58°
to73° did not produce any additional nose-down control.
Symmetric deflections of the relatively small outboard
trailing-edge flaps did not significantly increase the over-
all level of longitudinal control.
Laterai-Directlonal Stability Characteristics
The lateral-directional aerodynamics and stability
characteristics of the four flying wings are presented in
the following figures.
Figure
Sideslip:
Wing 5, wide top body on:
_LEF = 0% lOW angles of attack .............. 58
g3LEF = 0% high angles of attack ............. 59
_LEF = 45°, low angles of attack ............. 60
_5LE F = 45 °, high angles of attack ............ 61
Wing 6, wide top body on:
_LEF = 0% lOW angles of attack .............. 62
8LE F = 0°, high angles of attack ............. 63
_LEF : 45°, low angles of attack ............. 64
_LEF = 45°, high angles of attack ............ 65
Wing 7, wide top body on:
_LEF : 0°, low angles of attack .............. 66
8LE F = 0% high angles of attack ............. 67
8LE F = 45 °, low angles of attack ............. 68
8LE F = 45 °, high angles of attack ............ 69
Wing 8, wide top body on:
_LEF = 0% lOW angles of attack .............. 70
_LEF = 0% high angles of attack ............. 71
_LEF : 45°, low angles of attack ............. 72
_LEF = 45°, high angles of attack ............ 73
Wing planform:
Top body off, 5LE F = 0 °. ..................... 74
Top body off, _SLEF = 45 °. .................... 75
Wide top body on, SEEF = 0 ° . ................. 76
Wide top body on, _LEF = 45°. ................ 77
Top bodies:
_LEF = 0°:
Wing 5 ................................. 78
Wing 6 ................................. 79
Wing 7 ................................. 80
Wing 8 ................................. 81
_LEF = 45°:
Wing 5 ................................. 82
Wing 6 ................................. 83
Wing 7 ................................. 84
Wing 8 ................................. 85
Leading-edge flap deflections:
Top body off:
Wing 5 ................................ 86
Wing 6 ................................ 87
Wing 7 ................................ 88
Wing 8 ................................ 89
Wide top body on:
Wing 5 ................................ 90
Wing 6 ................................ 91
Wing 7 ................................ 92
Wing 8 ................................ 93
Vertical tails:
Narrow top body on, 8LE F = 45°:
Wing 5 ................................ 94
Wing 6 ................................ 95
Wing 7 ................................ 96
Wing 8 ................................ 97
Sideslip. The lateral-directional force and moment
coefficients of the four wings with the wide top body on
are presented in figures 58 to 73 as a function of sideslip
at various angles of attack and leading-edge flap deflec-
tions. In general, for each of the wings the coefficients
varied linearly with sideslip for angles between -5 °
and 5 °. At sideslip angles outside of this range, the varia-
tion in the lateral-directional coefficients became less lin-
ear on many of the configurations, especially at the
higher angles of attack where some portion of the wings
was most likely experiencing extensive flow separation.
These trends were not significantly affected by leading-
edge flap deflections.
Wing planform. Comparisons of the lateral-
directional stability characteristics (computed between
sideslip angles of -5 ° and 5° ) of the four wings with the
leading-edge flaps deflected and undeflected with the
wide top body on and off are presented in figures 74
to 77. Note that the data are for the configurations
without vertical tails, and therefore each of these wings
possessed unstable or essentially neutral values of direc-
tional stability (Cn) at angles of attack below maximum
I] . . .
lift. At angles of attack near maximum hft, a region of
directional instability of larger magnitude occurred on
each of the wings.
Each of these wings was laterally stable (negative
Ct ) for most of the angles of attack tested. However, the
lateral stablhty was reduced at angles of attack near max-
imum lift, and configurations with leading-edge flap
deflections of 45 ° were laterally unstable for part of this
range of angle of attack. This phenomenon is a well-
documented characteristic of highly swept wings that
is due primarily to asymmetric breakdown of the wing
leading-edge vortices at sideslip (ref. 6). Changes in
wingplanformhadasignificanteffectonthemagnitude
of lateralstabilitythroughoutthetestangle-of-attack
range.Ingeneral,increasesinaspectratioreducedlateral
stability,andthediamondwingwastypicallymorelater-
allystablethanthearrowwings.Theseresultsindicate
thattheoutboardpanelsaddedtothebasicdiamondplan-
form causedtheresultingarrowwingsto experience
reducedlateralstability.
Top bodies. The effect of the various top bodies
(fig. 10) on the lateral-directional stability characteristics
of the four wings is shown in figures 78 to 85. With the
leading-edge flaps undeflected, the wings were tested
with the top body off and with the wide top body on
(figs. 78 to 81). Each of the top bodies (wide, medium,
and narrow) was tested on the wings when the leading-
edge flaps were deflected 45 ° (figs. 82 to 85).
Adding the top bodies caused small reductions in
directional stability on all of the wings at the lower
angles of attack, with the largest reduction occurring on
the diamond wing. Reduction of directional stability due
to addition of the bodies was not unexpected, because the
majority of the body side area was ahead of the moment
reference center. At angles of attack near and beyond
maximum lift, adding the top bodies caused more signifi-
cant reductions in directional stability on each of the
wings, especially when the leading-edge flaps were
undeflected. In general, the wide and medium bodies
caused larger reductions in directional stability than the
narrow body.
Adding the top bodies also reduced lateral stability
for each of the wings. When the leading-edge flaps were
undeflected, the reductions in lateral stability for the
arrow wings occurred at two ranges of angle of attack
(ct = 16° to 28 ° and _ = 36 ° to 48°). For the diamond
wing, adding the top bodies decreased lateral stability
throughout the test angle-of-attack range. When the
leading-edge flaps were deflected 45 °, the results were
less consistent. In general, the reductions in lateral
stability occurred at similar angles of attack, but the
magnitudes of these reductions were lower on many of
the configurations when the leading-edge flaps were
deflected.
Leading-edgeflaps. The effect of leading-edge flap
deflections on the lateral-directional stability characteris-
tics of the four wings is shown in figures 86 to 93. Data
are shown for the four planforms without a top body in
figures 86 to 89 and with the wide top body in figures 90
to 93. Without a top body, leading-edge flap deflections
caused small changes in directional stability for each of
the wings that varied between stabilizing and destabiliz-
ing increments. When the wide top body was added,
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leading-edge flap deflections generally reduced direc-
tional stability. For the 60 ° swept and 50 ° swept wings
discussed in references 1 and 2, leading-edge flap deflec-
tions significantly improved lateral stability, especially
near maximum lift. But for the 70 ° swept wings dis-
cussed in this report, leading-edge flap deflections gener-
ally reduced lateral stability throughout the angle-of-
attack range.
Vertical tails. The effect of the small and medium
twin vertical tails (figs. 11 to 13) on the lateral-
directional stability characteristics of the four wings with
the narrow top body on and the leading-edge flaps
deflected 45 ° is shown in figures 94 to 97. Use of the nar-
row top body for the tails-on testing enabled the tails to
be deflected through larger angles before they interfered
with the body.
Adding the tails produced expected increases in
directional stability for each of the wings at angles of
attack below maximum lift, with the medium tails pro-
viding the larger increments. At angles of attack above
maximum lift, the tails were located in the low-energy
wake above the wings and thus became less effective.
Despite these improvements in directional stability, some
of the higher-aspect-ratio configurations were direction-
ally unstable for a significant portion of the test angle-of-
attack range.
The effects of the tails on lateral stability were more
varied. Even though they produced side forces and yaw-
ing moments, adding the tails did not significantly
change the lateral stability of the arrow wings at angles
of attack below 12° (figs. 94 to 96). The presence of the
vertical tails caused an induced load on the aft sections of
the wing (ref. 7). This induced load resulted in a rolling
moment in the opposite direction to the rolling moment
generated by the vertical tails in sideslip. Because these
two rolling moments are typically of similar magnitudes,
they tend to cancel each other, and adding of the tails
therefore had minimal effect on the lateral stability of the
arrow wings at the lower angles of attack. For the dia-
mond wing (fig. 97), the vertical tails produced a small
increase in lateral stability at these angles of attack. The
tails produced a different change in lateral stability for
this wing because the induced loads were most likely
smaller. The tails decreased lateral stability at angles of
attack between 24 ° and 36 ° but improved lateral stability
at angles of attack above maximum lift.
Lateral Control Characteristics
The lateral control characteristics of the four flying
wings are presented in the following figures.
Figure
Inboard,middle,andoutboardtrailing-edgeflaps:
Widetopbodyon, _LEF = 45°:
Wing 5 ................................. 98
Wing 6 ................................. 99
Wing 7 ................................ 100
Wing 8 ................................ 101
The lateral controls tested consisted of differential
deflections of the inboard, middle, and outboard trailing-
edge flaps. On each of the wings, the middle and
outboard flaps were tested deflected separately and in
combination. The inboard flaps were deflected separately
on Wings 5 and 8, and deflected with the middle flaps on
Wings 5, 6, and 7. Figures 98 to 101 show the lateral
control effectiveness of various differential flap deflec-
tions on each of the wings with the leading-edge flaps
deflected 45 ° and the wide top body on.
Differential deflections of the trailing-edge flaps on
each of the wings produced small rolling-moment incre-
ments that were fairly invariant with changes in angle of
attack. Comparison of the control effectiveness gener-
ated by the various flaps showed that the roll-control
effectiveness did not vary significantly among the flaps,
despite the relatively large differences in flap area and
lateral moment arm. In general, for high angles of attack
the total roll control available from multiple flap deflec-
tions was equal to or less than that required to trim out
the adverse rolling moments induced by vertical tail
deflections. As a result, the lateral-directional maneuver-
ing capability of these wings could possibly be limited
by this relatively low level of total roll-control effective-
ness. More in-depth dynamic analysis, which was
beyond the scope of this study, would be required to
make this determination.
For the arrow wings, differential deflections of the
inboard and outboard trailing-edge flaps yielded negligi-
ble yawing moments. But beginning at an angle of attack
of approximately 4 °, deflections of the middle flaps
produced adverse yawing moments that became quite
large at the higher angles of attack. For the diamond
wing, all the differential deflections produced small
proverse yawing moments. These results show that the
flaps with a forward-swept hinge line (inboard and out-
board flaps on the arrow wings and all the flaps on the
diamond wing) produced predominantly small proverse
yawing moments, but flaps with a rearward-swept hinge
line (middle flaps on the arrow wings) produced signifi-
cant adverse yawing moments.
Directional Control Characteristics
The directional control characteristics of the four fly-
ing wings are presented in the following figures.
Figure
Split trailing-edge flaps:
Wide top body on, _LEF -- 45°:
Outboard flaps:
Wing 5 ............................. 102
Wing 6 ............................. 103
Wing 8 ............................. 104
Middle flaps:
Wing 5 ............................. 105
Wing 6 ............................. 106
Wing 7 ............................. 107
Wing 8 ............................. 108
Small vertical tails:
Narrow top body on, _LEF : 45°:
Wing 5 ............................... 109
Wing 6 ............................... 110
Wing7 ............................... 111
Wing 8 ............................... 112
Medium vertical tails:
Narrow top body on, _LEF = 45%
Wing 5 ............................... 113
Wing 6 ............................... 114
Wing 7 ............................... 115
Wing 8 ............................... 116
Two types of directional controls, split trailing-edge
flaps (figs. 7 and 9) and vertical tail deflections (figs. 12
and 13), were tested on these models. As discussed in the
section "Model Description" (p. 3), the split trailing-
edge flaps were designed to separate into a top half that
would deflect upward and a bottom half that would
deflect downward at the same angle, and they would be
deflected on only one wing at a time. The resulting
geometry would result in an unbalanced incremental drag
force on the wing that would produce an associated yaw-
ing moment. The all-moving twin vertical tails were
deflected about an unswept hinge post located at the mid-
point of the tail root chord.
Split traUing-edgeflaps. The control effectiveness
of split deflections of the right outboard trailing-edge
flaps for Wings 5, 6, and 8 with the wide top body on
and a leading-edge flap deflection of 45 ° is shown in fig-
ures 102 to 104. Split deflections of the outboard flaps
produced small yawing moments that were opposite to
those that would be expected to be generated by the drag
on the split flaps. This result was due to the strong contri-
bution of side force to the net yawing moments produced
by these deflections (fig. 117). The forward sweep of the
hinge lines on the outboard flaps and their location aft of
the moment reference center caused these surfaces to
function as a left rudder deflection when deflected on the
right wing. For this reason, split deflections of a surface
with a forward-swept hinge line produced rudder-like
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sideforcesthatgeneratedyawingmomentsin theoppo-
sitedirectionto theyawingmomentsgeneratedbythe
dragon thedevice,resultingin theobservedyawing
moments(fig. 117).Thedatafor differentdeflection
angleshowedthatthe-73° deflectionproducedlarger
yawingmomentsthanthe-43° deflection, but this con-
trol effectiveness was not linear with deflection angle.
For the highest-aspect-ratio wing (Wing 5), split deflec-
tions of the outboard flaps produced negligible rolling
moments. For the other wings, these deflections pro-
duced rolling moments towards the wing on which the
flap was split that were due to a spoiler-like loss of lift on
the wing containing the split flap.
Figures 105 to 108 show the control effectiveness of
split deflections of the middle trailing-edge flaps for each
of the wings with the wide top body on and a leading-
edge flap deflection of 45 °. As with the outboard flaps,
the middle flaps were deflected on the right wing. Split
deflections of the middle flaps on the arrow wings pro-
duced yawing moments in the opposite direction to those
produced by split deflections of the outboard flaps
because of the difference in the sweep of the hinge lines
between the middle and outboard flaps. In contrast to the
forward sweep on the outboard flaps, the rearward sweep
of the middle flaps on the arrow wings caused split
deflections of these flaps to produce side forces in the
opposite direction to those produced by comparable
deflections of the outboard flaps. These side forces pro-
duced yawing moments in the same direction as the yaw-
ing moments produced by the drag forces, resulting in
higher net yawing moments for many of the angles of
attack (fig. 117).
For the diamond wing, the forward-swept middle
flaps produced larger yawing moments than those pro-
duced by the outboard flaps because the middle flaps had
a longer side-force moment arm. As with the outboard
flaps, the data for different deflection angles showed that
the -73 ° deflection produced larger yawing moments
than the -43 ° deflection at some of the angles of attack
tested, but this control effectiveness was not linear with
deflection angle. Also, these deflections produced prov-
erse rolling moments towards the wing on which the flap
was split because of a spoiler-like loss of lift on that
wing.
Despite the improved effectiveness relative to the
outboard flaps, the levels of yaw control produced by
split deflections of the middle flaps were relatively small,
especially at the lower angles of attack. Because of this
low level of yaw-control effectiveness, the lateral-
directional maneuvering potential of these configurations
could be limited. More in-depth dynamic analysis, which
was beyond the scope of this study, would be required to
determine whether these configurations could obtain ade-
quate yaw control from split deflections of the trailing-
edge flaps.
Vertical tails. Figures 109 to 112 show the control
effectiveness of the small twin vertical tails for each of
the wings when the narrow top body was used and the
leading-edge flaps were deflected 45 ° . For each of the
wings, deflections of the small tails produced yaw-
control effectiveness that was relatively invariant at
angles of attack below maximum lift. Above maximum
lift, the yaw-control effectiveness decreased with
increasing angle of attack as the tails became located in
the low-energy wake behind the stalled wing. The -30 °
deflection of the small tails produced approximately
twice the yaw-control effectiveness of the -10 ° deflec-
tion on many of the configurations. This shows that the
yaw-control effectiveness of the small tails was not linear
with deflection angle for deflections between 10 °
and 30 ° . The rolling moments produced by deflections of
the small tails were negligible at low angles of attack on
the arrow wings, but adverse rolling moments were gen-
erated at these same angles of attack on the diamond
wing. For each of the wings, larger adverse rolling
moments occurred near maximum lift.
The control effectiveness of deflections of the
medium twin vertical tails for each of the wings with the
narrow top body on and the leading-edge flaps deflected
45 ° is shown in figures 113 to 116. The yaw-control
effectiveness produced by deflections of the medium
tails was generally larger than that generated by the small
tails. As with the small tails, the level of effectiveness
generated on a given arrow wing was relatively invariant
at angles of attack below maximum lift, and this effec-
tiveness decayed at angles of attack above maximum lift.
For the diamond wing, the medium tails began to lose
effectiveness at a lower angle of attack (approximately
20 °) than the small tails. The data for deflection angles
of-lO ° and -21 ° (the lower maximum deflection angle
for the medium tails resulted from body interference)
indicate that the yaw-control effectiveness of the medium
tails was linear with deflection angle for deflection
angles below approximately 21 ° . The rolling moments
produced by deflections of the medium tails were also
similar in character to, but larger in magnitude than, the
rolling moments produced by deflections of the small
tails. For the arrow wings, negligible rolling moments
were produced at the lower angles of attack, and signifi-
cant adverse rolling moments were produced near maxi-
mum lift. For the diamond wing, adverse rolling
moments were produced throughout the angle-of-attack
range with larger moments occurring near maximum lift.
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Conclusions
A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted in the
Langley 12-Foot Low-Speed Tunnel to study the low-
speed stability and control characteristics of a series of
four flying wings over an extended range of angle of
attack. Because of the current emphasis on reducing the
radar cross section (RCS) of new military aircraft, the
planform of each wing was composed of lines swept at a
relatively high angle of 70 °, and all the trailing edges and
control surface hinge lines were aligned with one of the
two leading edges. Three arrow planforms with different
aspect ratios and one diamond planform were tested. The
models incorporated leading-edge flaps for improved
longitudinal characteristics and lateral stability and had
three sets of trailing-edge flaps that were deflected sym-
metrically for pitch control, differentially for roll control,
and in a split fashion for yaw control. Three top body
widths and two sizes of twin vertical tails were also
tested on each model. A large aerodynamic database was
compiled that could be used to evaluate some of the
trade-offs involved in the design of a configuration with
a reduced RCS and good flight dynamic characteristics.
The results of this investigation may be summarized as
follows:
1. The maximum lift coefficient was approximately
I. 1 for the three arrow wings and about 1.0 for the dia-
mond wing. This value occurred at an angle of attack of
36 ° for the arrow wings and 40 ° for the diamond wing.
2. Without vertical tails, the configurations exhibited
neutral or unstable directional stability at most of the
angles of attack tested. Each of these wings was laterally
stable for most of the angles of attack tested. However,
the lateral stability was reduced at angles of attack near
maximum lift, and some of the configurations were later-
ally unstable for part of this range of angle of attack. In
general, the diamond wing was the most laterally stable
of the four wings.
3. The onset of separation on the outboard wing
panels that were added to the basic diamond planform to
create the arrow wings caused the arrow wings to
experience a pitch-up. These planform additions also
significantly reduced lateral stability.
4. Adding top bodies to the wings resulted in a nose-
down pitching-moment increment that increased as top
body width increased. The top bodies reduced directional
stability over most of the test angle-of-attack range.
When the leading-edge flaps were not deflected, lateral
stability was decreased by adding the wide body. These
reductions in lateral-directional stability were largest for
the diamond wing.
5. For the arrow wings, leading-edge flap deflections
improved the pitching-moment characteristics by reduc-
ing or delaying the pitch-up but reduced lift coefficient
over most of the angle-of-attack range. One reason for
including leading-edge flaps in these designs was to
improve lateral stability, but deflections of these flaps
actually degraded the lateral stability.
6. The addition of vertical tails provided expected
increases in directional stability.
7. The inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps were
deflected symmetrically for pitch control on each wing.
The longitudinal control effectiveness produced was very
small, especially in the nose-down direction. Despite this
limited control, each of the wings could be statically
trimmed over a large angle-of-attack range, but addi-
tional pitch control power would likely be needed to
provide these wings with sufficient control margin for
dynamic situations such as maneuvering or countering
turbulence. An additional limit on the pitch control pro-
vided by the flaps may be imposed by the need to budget
the amount of flap deflection available for each type of
control (pitch, roll, or yaw). For these reasons, these
configurations would probably require redesigned flaps
or additional pitch control devices to achieve the desired
levels of pitch control.
8. Differential deflections of the trailing-edge flaps for
roll control produced rolling moments that were rela-
tively invariant with angle of attack. The total levels of
roll control generated by multiple deflections of more
than one set of flaps were small, and this ineffectiveness
may limit the lateral-directional maneuvering capabilities
of these wings.
9. Split deflections of the middle and outboard
trailing-edge flaps were tested for yaw control. The
forward-swept outboard trailing-edge flaps were not
effective at providing yaw control when split. This is
because the yawing moment developed by the drag on
these flaps was in the opposite direction to the yawing
moment developed by the side force. For the arrow
wings, the middle trailing-edge flaps were swept aft, and
the yawing moment due to side force on these flaps acted
in the same direction as the drag force. Therefore, the
summation of the yawing moments due to the drag and
side forces on these flaps resulted in larger net yawing
moments. Despite this effect, the levels of yaw control
produced by split deflections of the middle flaps were
small, especially at the lower angles of attack. Because of
a spoiler-like toss of lift, these deflections caused rolling
moments towards the wing on which the flap was split.
10. Deflection of all-moving twin vertical tails was
effective for yaw control below maximum lift but inef-
fective at angles of attack above maximum lift, where
they became immersed in the low-energy wake of the
stalled wing. Significant adverse rolling moments were
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created near maximum lift by deflection of the vertical
tail.
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Table I. Model Geometric Characteristics
Wing 5
Wing:
Area (reference), in 2 ............................... 1366.03
Area (trapezoidal), in 2 ........................... 766.20
Span, in ....................................... 48.00
Mean aerodynamic chord, in ...................... 41.15
Root chord, in .................................. 74.48
Tip chord, in ................................... 0
Aspect ratio (based on total planform) .............. 1.69
Aspect ratio (based on trapezoidal area) ............. 3.00
Leading-edge sweep, deg ......................... 70
Trailing-edge sweep, deg ......................... +70
Dihedral, deg .................................. 0
Incidence, deg ................................. 0
Moment reference centers:
Longitudinal (X-axis), percent _ ................... 39.71
Longitudinal (X-axis, back from nose), in ............ 37.88
Vertical (Z-axis, below wing centerline), in ........... 1.87
Leading-edge flaps:
Area (per side), in 2 .............................. 88.57
Span (per side), in .............................. 19.92
Chord, in ...................................... 4.64
Trailing-edge flaps:
Inboard:
Area (per side), in 2 ........................... 33.16
Span (per side), in ............................ 7.42
Chord, in ................................... 5.11
Middle:
Area (per side), in 2 ........................... 53.40
Span (per side), in ............................ 11.37
Chord, in ................................... 5.11
Outboard:
Area (per side), in 2 ........................... 11.14
Span (per side), in ............................ 3.11
Chord, in ................................... 5.11
Body flaps:
Area (per side), in 2 .............................. 13.99
Span (per side), in .............................. 3.96
Chord, in ..................................... 5.11
Split trailing-edge flaps:
Middle:
Area (per side), in 2 ........................... 53.40
Span (per side), in ............................ 11.37
Chord, in ................................... 5.11
Outboard:
Area (per side), in 2 ........................... 11.14
Span (per side), in ............................ 3.11
Chord, in ................................... 5.11
Wing 6
1327.09
767.50
43.82
42.30
74.48
0
1.45
2.50
70
+70
0
0
40.00
36.90
1.87
78.80
17.82
4.64
36.48
7.44
5.69
47.58
9.40
5.69
13.81
3.46
5.69
17.14
3.69
5.69
47.58
9.40
5.69
13.81
3.46
5.69
Wing 7
1272.63
768.91
39.18
43.88
74.48
0
1.21
2.00
70
+70
0
0
37.97
34.82
1.87
67.35
15.35
4.64
35.41
6.59
6.58
39.66
7.24
6.58
18.27
3.97
6.58
19.80
4.19
6.58
39.66
7.24
6.58
18.27
3.97
6.58
Wing 8
1009.20
1009.20
27.10
49.65
74.48
0
.73
.73
70
+70
0
0
36.48
28.48
1.87
39.40
9.33
4.64
20.84
4.37
6.58
20.84
4.37
6.58
20.84
4.37
6.58
18.53
4.01
6.58
20.84
4.37
6.58
20.84
4.37
6.58
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TableI. Concluded
WideTop
Bodies:
Length,in.................................... 64.40
Width,in..................................... 9.50
Height,in.................................... 3.20
MediumTop NarrowTop Bottom
64.40 64.40 47.05
6.40 4.60 9.50
3.20 3.20 3.00
Medium
Verticaltails:
Area,in2............................................................... 50.47
Rootchord,in........................................................... 15.27
Tipchord,in............................................................ 0
Height,in.............................................................. 6.61
Aspectratio............................................................. 87
Leading-edgesweep,deg.................................................. 60
Hingelinelocation,percentchord........................................... 50
Small
25.27
10.80
0
4.68
.87
60
50
14
CL
Cj
X
Wind _ CD
rl "_Cr,
Z
Wind
Y
Figure 1. System of axes and angular notation.
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Wing 5 Wing 6
Aspect ratio = 3.00 Aspect ratio = 2.50
A A
Wing 7 Section
0.75
A-A Wing 8
Aspect ratio = 2.00 Aspect ratio = 0.73
A
A
(a) Control surfaces (shaded areas) and bevel lines (dashed lines).
Figure 2. Wing planforms.
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Wing 5 Wing 6
Aspect ratio = 3.00 Aspect ratio = 2.50
Wing 7 Wing 8
Aspect ratio = 2.00 Aspect ratio = 0.73
(b) Trapezoidal wing areas (shaded areas).
Figure 2. Concluded.
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Wing 5
I (70 ° )(7.88)
(4.69)
Leading-edge
flap
34.09
37188
45.78
(74.48)
2.72
2.72
(2.47
Outboard
trailing-edge
flap 2.7_,
Middle
trailing-edge
flap
Inboard
trailing-edge
flap
Figure 3. Wing 5. Linear dimensions are in inches. Dimensions in parentheses are common for all wings. Shaded areas
indicate control surfaces.
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Wing 6
31.20
Leading-edge
flap
36.90
46.75
54.52
60.20
3.03
3.03
Outboard
trailing-edge
flap 3.03
Middle Inboard
trailing-edge trailing-edge
flap flap
10.13
10.09
Figure 4. Wing 6. All dimensions are in inches. Shaded areas indicate control surfaces.
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Wing 7
Leading-edge
flap
34.82
47.74
48 9
53.84
3.50
Outboard
trailing-edge
flap
3.50
Middle Inboard
trailing-edge trailing-edge
flap flap
3.50
11.50
I O.92
Figure 5. Wing 7. All dimensions are in inches. Shaded areas indicate control surfaces.
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Wing 8
Leading-edge
flap 20
37.24
3.50
Outboard
trailing-edge
flap
Middle
trailing-edge
flap
Inboard
trailing-edge
flap
28.50
19.77
I
13.554
Figure 6. Wing 8. All dimensions are in inches. Shaded areas indicate control surfaces.
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Wing 5 Wing 6
Wing 7 Wing 8
Body flaps (bottom surface)
Split trailing-edge flaps (bottom surface)
Figure 7. Top view showing locations of undeflected body flaps and split trailing-edge flaps on bottom surfaces of
wings.
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Top view
Side view
Body flap piece
A
A
Wind
Body flap piece
Section A-A
(a) Typical body flap location and mounting for deflection angle of 73°. Shaded area represents simulated flap.
Figure 8. Body flap locations, dimensions, and deflection angles.
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8.00
Wing 5 2.72"
8.00
L..
E_ 8.80
'3.03 Wing 6 3.0,_
8.80
14 8.80
Wing 7
'3.49 Wing 8 3.49
8.26 "J
(b) Planforms of body flaps. All dimensions are in inches.
Figure 8. Concluded.
8.26
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Top view
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(a) Typical split trailing-edge flap location and mounting for deflection angle of 73 °. Shaded areas represent simulated
upper and lower halves of split flaps.
Figure 9. Split trailing-edge flap locations, dimensions, and deflection angles.
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Figure 9. Concluded.
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Top bodies and bottom balance cover. All dimensions are in inches.
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Figure lO. Continued.
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Figure 10. Continued.
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(a) Small and medium tails on Wing 5.
Figure 13. Vertical tail locations. All dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 13. Continued.
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Figure 13. Continued.
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Figure ! 4. Typical configuration mounted on sting and C-strut arrangement in wind-tunnel test section. Not to scale.
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Figure 16. Longitudinal characteristics of wing planforms with top body off and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 18. Longitudinal characteristics of wing planforms with wide top body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 21. Effect of wide top body on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 7.
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Effect of top body on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 5 with leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 24. Effect of top body width on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 6 with leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 25. Effect of top body width on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 7 with leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 26. Effect of top body width on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 8 with leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 27. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 5 with top body off.
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Figure 28. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 6 with top body off.
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Figure 29. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 7 with top body off.
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Figure 30. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 8 with top body off.
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Figure 32. Effect of leading-edge flap deflections on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 6 with wide top body on.
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Figure 33. Effect of leading-edge flap deflections on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 7 with wide top body on.
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Figure 34. Effect of leading-edge flap deflections on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 8 with wide top body on.
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Figure 35. Effect of vertical tail size on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 5 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 36. Effect of vertical tail size on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 6 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 38. Effect of vertical tail size on longitudinal characteristics of Wing 8 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 39. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard trailing-edge flaps on Wing 5 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 40. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard trailing-edge flaps on Wing 6 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 41. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard trailing-edge flaps on Wing 7 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 42. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard trailing-edge flaps on Wing 8 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 43. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 5 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 44. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 6 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 45. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 7 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 46. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 8 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 47. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 5 with
wide top body on.
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Figure 48. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 5 with
wide top body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 49. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 6 with
wide top body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 50. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 7 with
wide top body on.
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Figure 51. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 7 with
wide top body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 52. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 8 with
wide top body on.
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Figure 53. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of inboard and middle trailing-edge flaps on Wing 8 with
wide top body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 54. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of trailing-edge flaps and body flaps on Wing 5 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 55. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of trailing-edge flaps and body flaps on Wing 6 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 56. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of trailing-edge flaps and body flaps on Wing 7 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 57. Control effectiveness of symmetric deflections of trailing-edge flaps and body flaps on Wing 8 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 59. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at high angles of attack for Wing 5 with wide top
body on.
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Figure 60. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at low angles of attack for Wing 5 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 61. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at high angles of attack for Wing 5 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 64. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at low angles of attack for Wing 6 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 65. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at high angles of attack for Wing 6 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 68. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at low angles of attack for Wing 7 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 69. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at high angles of attack for Wing 7 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 70. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at low angles of attack for Wing 8 with wide top
body on.
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Figure 71. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at high angles of attack for Wing 8 with wide top
body on.
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Figure 72. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at low angles of attack for Wing 8 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 73. Variation of lateral-directional coefficients with sideslip at high angles of attack for Wing 8 with wide top
body on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 74. Lateral-directional stability characteristics of wing planforms with top body off.
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Figure 75. Lateral-directional stability characteristics of wing planforms with top body off and leading-edge flaps
deflected.
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Figure 76. Lateral-directional stability characteristics of wing planforms with wide top body on.
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Figure 77. Lateral-directional stability characteristics of wing planforms with wide top body on and leading-edge flaps
deflected.
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Figure 78. Effect of wide top body on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 5.
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Figure 79. Effect of wide top body on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 6.
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Figure 80. Effect of wide top body on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 7.
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Figure 81. Effect of wide top body on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 8.
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Figure 82. Effect of top body width on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 5 with leading-edge flaps
deflected.
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Figure 83. Effect of top body width on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 6 with leading-edge flaps
deflected.
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Figure 84. Effect of top body width on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 7 with leading-edge flaps
deflected.
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Figure 85. Effect of top body width on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 8 with leading-edge flaps
deflected.
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Figure 86. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 5 with top body
off.
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Figure 87. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 6 with top body
off.
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Figure 88. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 7 with top body
off.
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Figure 89. Effect of leading-edge flap deflection on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 8 with top body
off.
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Figure 90. Effect of leading-edge flap deflections on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 5 with wide top
body on.
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Figure 91. Effect of leading-edge flap deflections on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 6 with wide top
body on.
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Figure 92. Effectofleading-edge flap deflections onlater_-direction_ stabili_ characteristics ofWing 7 with widetop
body on.
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Figure 93. Effect of leading-edge flap deflections on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 8 with wide top
body on.
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Figure 94. Effect of vertical tails on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 5 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 95. Effect of vertical tails on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 6 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 96. Effect of vertical tails on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 7 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 97. Effect of vertical tails on lateral-directional stability characteristics of Wing 8 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 98. Control effectiveness of differential deflections of trailing-edge flaps on Wing 5 with wide top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 99. Control effectiveness of differential deflections of trailing-edge flaps on Wing 6 with wide top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure lO0. Control effectiveness of differential deflections of trailing-edge flaps on Wing 7 with wide top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 10l. Control effectiveness of differential deflections of trailing-edge flaps on Wing 8 with wide top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 102. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right outboard trailing-edge flap on Wing 5 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 103. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right outboard trailing-edge flap on Wing 6 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 104. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right outboard trailing-edge flap on Wing 8 with wide top body
on and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 105. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right middle trailing-edge flap on Wing 5 with wide top body on
and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 106. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right middle trailing-edge flap on Wing 6 with wide top body on
and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 107. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right middle trailing-edge flap on Wing 7 with wide top body on
and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 108. Control effectiveness of split deflections of right middle trailing-edge flap on Wing 8 with wide top body on
and leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 109. Control effectiveness of deflections of small vertical tails on Wing 5 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure l 10. Control effectiveness of deflections of small vertical tails on Wing 6 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 11 l. Control effectiveness of deflections of small vertical tails on Wing 7 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 112. Control effectiveness of deflections of small vertical tails on Wing 8 with narrow top body on and leading-
edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 113. Control effectiveness of deflections of medium vertical tails on Wing 5 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 114. Control effectiveness of deflections of medium vertical tails on Wing 6 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 115. Control effectiveness of deflections of medium vertical tails on Wing 7 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 116. Control effectiveness of deflections of medium vertical tails on Wing 8 with narrow top body on and
leading-edge flaps deflected.
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Figure 117. Effect of hinge line sweep of drag-generating yaw control on side force and associated yawing moment
generated by control deflection.
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